The paper concerns the manifestations of the most extensive philological practices in the Russian
Outlining the Russian language community I mean an implicitly defined Russian-speaking community, the members of which are united due to the fact that they value their language existence and language presence in the society.
The Russian language community is potential; its existence in usual conditions is invisible and obscure. The majority of its representatives can be referred to as the "silent majority". The image of the "silent majority" was introduced to the humanities by A.Ia. Gurevich, one of his books having "The Medieval World:
the Culture of Silent Majority" title (Gurevich, 1990 ). This notion directly correlates with A.S.
Pushkin's last phrase in "Boris Godunov": These sources include the peasants' complaints to the governmental bodies in the XIX century (Litvak, 1971) or the materials of the criminal cases in the XVII century (Lukin, 2000) . For us it is much more important that this "silent majority" of the society becomes jointly active only in the significant moments of the national history.
The language community should manifest itself in order to be clearly and fully seen. This manifestation should be communicative and publicly-massive. The manifestations include the following forms:
1. Internet-communities, forums -permanent existence of small parts of language community embodied in mutual communication, see, for example, the analysis of some topics from one of such Internet-communities in the studies (Basalaeva, Shpil'man, 2015; Basalaeva, Ruzha, Shpil'man, 2016 Due to their style features such reforms might be applied mostly to writing and, first of all, to orthography as its standard aspect. The discreet, uneven reform fixing the changes in spelling rules turns the majority of the language group from the literate into illiterate ones in different aspects.
People connected with language creativity react to these changes most painfully. These people are writers, for whom the language is an instrument like paints and brushes for artists. Journalists, literature editors and proof-readers do also react but to a lesser extent. It is worth while making an attempt to stratify the Russian language community.
It is necessary to outline that there are two characteristics of stratification orthogonal to each other. The first characteristic is the degree of linguistic qualification and language competence.
The second characteristic is a creative and analytic nature of approaching the language, which is necessary for a high qualification degree.
According to the first characteristic, the community can be divided into the following groups: The border between specialists and ordinary members of the community most likely lies around the group of the students studying philology. Though they are not philologists yet, they internally take linguistic self-awareness.
They are not always ready to realize this linguistic self-awareness as they are involved in active philological social practices as mere recipients.
Speaking about "the creative work with the language", we should mark out "the writers"
presenting the third and partially the fourth groups. The writers' linguistic activity is of a creative nature as they write original texts Due to the coverage in the mass media these reforms get lots of preliminary feedbacks from the language community.
The experience of such discussions has been analyzed in the linguistic literature (Obzor predlozhenii,1965; Breusova, 2000; Grigor'eva, 2004 , Arutiunova, 2016 . The scale of the event makes it equitable with the orthography reforms in the terms of the language community's ability "to manifest itself".
Nevertheless, there are significant differences between the event and the reform regarding the way the language community manifests itself.
It is worth while paying attention that both the event and the reform can be called occasions.
The occasion has its grounds, aim and members, who can be described "phenomenally" regarding the scenario. It has its beneficent -the one for whom this occasion is held and, in a wider sense, the ones who care about its results.
The scenario of the reform involves the development of the blueprint for reform, discussions, making amendments, carrying out the blueprint for the reform and public reaction of the language community and its most active members, in particular.
The blueprint is developed by a few professional linguists. At present they are specialists in orthology and the official orthography commission members.
At present the discussions of the project are held in the press, other mass media and on the Internet. The amendments are made by the same professional linguists after the discussions are over. The project is approved and the bill is formed by the regulatory bodies that also work out the series of events for the implementation of the reform.
The Total dictation is prepared and held according to the following scenario.
The writer prepares the text combining its creative nature with a set of language characteristics. Thus, the writer has to apply the skills of a linguist to some extent.
A small group of linguists approves the text and offers the amendments to the text.
The writer introduces changes in the text.
Many organizers prepare the venues for the dictation as they continue the work with the text.
There are dozens of venues organized in big cities.
We find ourselves in a situation when the society demands many philological managers, the people whose organizing efforts are connected with the philological event.
Therefore, the reform is an activity made by a few people for masses, for the whole Russian -mass participation of the Russian language community in the public philological practice. Compare, for example, the Year of the Russian language, announced in relation to 2007 (Decree, 2006 .
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It is difficult to say which category the secondary specialized educational institutions should be referred to. Nominally they will be included in the same group as school teachers, though their qualification is higher. It is necessary to outline that the students' philological specialization is introduced in teacher training colleges. This indicates the high requirements to the Russian language teachers in these institutions. So, in fact, they can be referred to the same group as university professors.
The representatives of the first three groups (14 linguists, 8 methodologists, 2 school teachers of the Russian language, 2 writers) were involved in the State orthography commission organized to develop the reform of 1964, which did not work out.
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The notion "writer" refers to the commercial creators of the potentially original content (texts which the Internet pages are full with). Available at: http://blog.ac-u.ru/kopirajjter-ili-rajjter-mnogoznachnost-ili-neodnoznachnost/ (accessed 29 September 2016).
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In this case I'm not discussing creativity as an art. I just mean that the members of these groups create texts in the Russian language but not about the Russian language.
